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The Victorian Government has already approached Arrotex boss and homegrown generic medicines 
entrepreneur Dennis Bastas in a bid to secure his medicines technology park concept for Victoria.

In an exclusive interview with Pharma in Focus, Bastas said 
he had received "a great level of interest from the Victorian 
Government and their investment arm" around what would be 
required for the proposed facility, which Bastas has personally 
conceived and which was pitched to the Federal 
Government last week.

"It needs a place to sit and needs significant land area," 
Bastas said, estimating the building footprint alone would 
occupy several thousand square metres and need significant 
land area surrounding it, meaning it was likely to require 
around a hectare.

It also needs to be near an international transport facility such 
as an aiport, he says, as it is intended to manufacture 
medicines and vaccines not just for Australia, but also for 
export to other countries.

Bastas also intends to bring the manufacturing of much of his 
Arrow and Apotex branded products back onshore to be made at the site, while also ensuring it is capable of up-scaling 
production to meet surges in demand for products during pandemics, such as has occurred in Covid.

However, the pill magnate is adamant the venture will not 
financially benefit his massive generic empire, but rather sees 
it as a "legacy venture" that will enable him to give back to the 
country in which he and his family live.

"I have no financial interest in this but I am Australian and I live 
here and my kids live here. I never want to see us end up in a 
situation where we couldn't meet what Australians need," he 
said.

"I don't want to make money off Australian taxpayers; there is 
no financial benefit for me to get out of this."

Rather, he says Arrotex's support "will allow a facility like this 
to not become a liability for taxpayers".

"I understand the government is cautious that they don't end 
up funding someone else's enterprise but this is not designed 
to make me money - we've got the key ingredient to make it 
work," he said.

Bastas' vision is for a high-tech medicines facility capable of 
making the pills, vaccines and biologics Australians depend 
upon while also enabling Australian researchers to 
commercialise their discoveries on home soil.

The concept incorporates the latest manufacturing technology, 
making it both labour and energy efficient and a viable 



Arrotex boss Dennis Bastasalternative to the cheap but outdated sites currently used in 
India and China.

"These facilities will make us lead the work in access to small batch manufacturing."

And while Bastas will be a major client, he has no plans to own or operate the facility.

"I sell close to 100 million packs of product every year and I don't own a single manufacturing site - and I don't need to," 
he said. "We generate enough demand to get priority supply."

While the proposal put to several joint parliamentary committees last week says the tech park could be up and running 
by 2022, Bastas admits it is more likely to be three to five years after breaking ground before it is complete, and the 
cost will fall somewhere between $1 billion and $2 billion.

"Creating a tech hub like this that isn't owned by a pharma company would be a unique play in the world," Bastas 
concludes.
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